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DATEV is…

We shape
Europe’s future economy

…the fourth largest software house in Germany

1. Microsoft (2,800)

2. SAP (2,347)

3. Oracle (1,060)

4. DATEV (731)

Turnover in million euros

Source: Lünendonk Ranking of the 25 top-selling standard software companies in Germany 2011

5. CompuGroup Medical (196)

6. Adobe (190)



*... one of seven tax consultants who brought the co‐operative self‐help 
organization into being in the chamber district of Nuremberg in 1966

“The idea was to tackle together,

what every single one of us

Dr. Heinz Sebiger,

Founder* of DATEV

would not have managed to do.”
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DATEV stands for …

 more than 6,000 employees

 more than 40,000 members

 more than 2,500,000 enterprises working with DATEV

 more than 11,000,000 pay slips every month



 data handling and data service for tax consultants, lawyers, 
auditors and enterprises

 working for and with a co-operative, i.e.

 our members are at the same time our clients

 the purpose of the company is to economically promote our 
members
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DATEV stands for…

clientmember



continous growth for more than 40 years
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DATEV stands for sustainability
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DATEV stands for sustainability
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DATEV - because shaping the future is our tradition

 A cloud pioneer since 1974

 A pioneer for data security and data privacy protection

 A process optimizer by digitalizing and automation

 One who brings market participants such as enterprises, 
authorities, financial institutes and individuals together
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DATEV - because shaping the future is our tradition

1,800 employees will shape the future



 a high potential of identification
(fluctuation of employees of less than 1% p.a.)

 a strong colleagueship

 work-life balance
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For its employees, DATEV offers…

Employees working 
part-time
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DATEV is regularly awarded…



1. … applying IT-technologies within a large scale

2. … focusing on real value

3. … a unique corporate culture

4. … a great variety of opportunities for 
personnel development 
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Working at DATEV stands for …
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DATEV

Shaping the future for 
many, with employees,
who have a vision and 

are creaters



 www.datev.com

 www.xin      .de

 www.raum-zum-gestalten.de

 www.facebook.com/datevkarriere
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Be up to date with DATEV via…
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Would you like to shape the future
together with us?



Shaping the future - together 


